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ABSTRACT

We present the first results from our Red Optical Planet Survey (ROPS) to search for low mass planets orbiting late type dwarfs (M5.5V - M9V) in their habitable zones (HZ). Our observations, with the red arm of the MIKE spectrograph (0.5 - 0.9 µm) at the 6.5 m Magellan Clay telescope at Las Campanas Observatory indicate that ≥ 92% of the flux lies beyond 0.7 µm. We use a novel approach that is essentially a hybrid of the simultaneous iodine and ThAr methods for determining precision radial velocities. We apply least squares deconvolution to obtain a single high S/N ratio stellar line for each spectrum and cross correlate against the simultaneously observed telluric line profile, which we derive in the same way.

Utilising the 0.62 - 0.90 µm region, we have achieved an r.m.s. precision of 10 ms\(^{-1}\) for an M5.5V spectral type star with spectral S/N ∼ 160 on 5 minute timescales. By M8V spectral type, a precision of ∼ 30 ms\(^{-1}\) at S/N = 25 is suggested, although more observations are needed. An assessment of our errors and scatter in the radial velocity points hints at the presence of stellar radial velocity variations. Of our sample of 7 stars, 2 show radial velocity signals at 6σ and 10σ of the cross correlation uncertainties. We find that chromospheric activity (via H\(\alpha\) variation) does not have an impact on our measurements and are unable to determine a relationship between the derived photospheric line profile morphology and radial velocity variations without further observations. If the signals are planetary in origin, our findings are consistent with estimates of Neptune mass planets that predict a frequency of 13 - 27 per cent for early M dwarfs.

Our current analysis indicates the we can achieve a sensitivity that is equivalent to the amplitude induced by a 6 M\(_{\oplus}\) planet orbiting in the habitable zone. Based on simulations, we estimate that <10 M\(_{\oplus}\) habitable zone planets will be detected in a new stellar mass regime, with ≤20 epochs of observations. Higher resolution and greater instrument stability indicate that photon limited precisions of 2 ms\(^{-1}\) are attainable on moderately rotating M dwarfs (with \(v\sin i\) ≤5 kms\(^{-1}\)) using our technique.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is reasonable to expect that planets with predominantly lower mass may be found orbiting low mass stars. Core accretion theory predicts that the formation of Jupiter mass planets orbiting M dwarf stars is seriously inhibited (Laughlin et al. 2004). This argument is in good agreement with the Keck survey observations which estimate that the fraction of Jupiter-mass planets orbiting M, K and G stars is 1.8%, 4.2% and 8.9% respectively (Johnson et al. 2007). More recently, it has been shown that the occurrence rate of gas giants orbits of less than 2000 days is 3 - 10 times smaller for M dwarfs than for F, G and K dwarfs (Cumming et al. 2008). In fact, models predict even lower incidences of Jupiter-mass planets, although the trend of a decrease in numbers with decreasing stellar mass agrees with observations. For instance, Ida & Lin (2005) predict ∼ 7.5 times lower incidence of hot Jupiters around 0.4 M\(_{\odot}\) when compared with 1.0 M\(_{\odot}\) and Kennedy & Kenyon (2008) predict a factor of ∼ 6 difference.

However, for lower mass protoplanetary disks, predictions by Ida & Lin (2005) indicate that although ice cores can form, they can still acquire mass through inefficient gas accretion. The resulting bodies form Neptune mass (or ∼ 10 M\(_{\oplus}\)) planets which are able
to undergo type II migration, ending in close proximity to the parent star, with radii < 0.05 AU. It has also been noted that the semi-major axis distribution of known radial velocity planets orbiting M stars peaks at closer orbits than for more massive stars (Currie 2009). While it is expected that the frequency of Neptune mass close-in planets peaks for M ∼ 0.4 M⊙ stars, the mass distribution peak is expected at 10 M⊙ for 0.2 M⊙ stars, with a tail extending down to a few M⊙. In fact the Kepler planetary candidates now confirm that M<10 M⊕ planets are ∼ 2.5 - 4 times more numerous around M stars than earlier spectral types (Borucki et al. 2011), and crucially are found in greater numbers than transiting Jupiter size planets orbiting earlier spectral types. Many of these candidates are in very close orbits of ≤ 0.1 AU. Moreover, there are indications (Howard et al. 2012; Wittenmyer et al. 2013) that 11.8% - 17.4% of solar-like stars possess rocky (1 - 10 M⊕Earth) planets. Scaling these values by the 2.5 - 4 times increased rocky planet occurrence rate reported by Kepler indicates that 30 - 70 per cent of M dwarfs should be orbited by close-in rocky planets. Bonfils et al. (2011) have recently reported on occurrence rates from the early-M dwarf HARPS (High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher) sample and find a similarly high occurrence rate for rocky planets (ηM) of 0.54+0.34−0.14. Similarly, for Neptune mass planets, scaling the respective (Howard et al. 2010; Wittenmyer et al. 2011) frequencies of 6.5 and 8.9 per cent by the Kepler candidate planet frequencies leads to expected occurrence rates of 13 - 27 per cent for M dwarfs. Whether rocky planets that orbit in the classical habitable zone (where liquid water could be present) are in reality habitable, may depend on factors such as tidal locking and stellar activity (Kasting et al. 1993; Tarter et al. 2007). More recent studies, that investigate factors such as obliquity may also be important considerations for habitability (Heller et al. 2011), although these topics are beyond the scope of this paper which focuses merely on planetary detection.

Despite comprising 70% of the solar neighbourhood population, the lower mass M dwarfs have remained beyond efficient detection with optical based surveys as the stellar flux peaks at longer wavelengths. At infrared wavelengths, surveys targeted at search-}
2 OBSERVATIONS

We observed a number of bright M dwarf targets with the Magellan Inamori Kyocera Echelle (MIKE) spectrograph at the 6.5 m Magellan Clay telescope on 2010 November 21 & 22. Although the instrument simultaneously records two wavelength regions in a blue arm 3350 - 5000 Å and a red arm 4900 - 9500 Å, we only made use of the latter owing to the low S/N ratio obtained on our mid-late M dwarf targets. We observed with a 0.7′′ slit.

Since ThAr lamps exhibit many lines for calibration, and are generally always used with échelle spectrographs working at optical wavelengths, we made regular observations with the comparison lamp available with MIKE. HARPS spectra have been used by Lovis & Pepe (2007) to determine ThAr line wavelengths with a precision of ∼ 10 ms−1 (0.18 mA) on average for individual lines. This enables global wavelength solutions that attain sub-ms−1 stability when several hundred lines, spanning many échelle orders, are used. The median FWHM of the ThAr lines was found to be 4.05 pixels, indicating a mean resolution of R = 34,850. The observing conditions over the two nights were very good, with seeing estimates in the range 0.7 - 1.2 for targets observed at airmasses < 1.5. Our targets are listed in Table 1 and with the exception of LP944-20 are all known to exhibit $v \sin i \lesssim 5$ km s−1 (Jenkins et al., in prep). Our observing sequence comprised of taking spectra alternated with calibration frames since it is not possible obtain a simultaneous reference observation with MIKE at red wavelengths. We note that MIKE does possess an iodine cell but that the wavelength cutoff of ∼ 7000 Å means that we are unable to make use of I2 lines.

2.1 Data extraction

Pixel to pixel variations were corrected for each frame using flat-field exposures taken with an internal tungsten reference lamp. Since few counts are recorded in the reddest orders of the red CCD FIGARO moved at the pre-extraction stage using the Starlink routine BCLEAN (Shortridge 1993). The spectra were extracted using ECHOMOP’s implementation of the optimal extraction algorithm developed by Horne (1986). ECHOMOP rejects all but the strongest sky lines (Barnes et al. 2007b) and propagates error information based on photon statistics and readout noise throughout the extraction process.

2.2 M dwarf spectral fluxes at red-optical wavelengths

Fig 1 compares the wavelength regimes used to make precision radial velocities. We note that by utilising the 0.62 - 0.90 µm region, we use almost the same wavelength extent as HARPS which covers 0.38 - 0.69 µm. The fluxes observed with MIKE are shown for an M5.5V dwarf, as-suming Poisson statistics correlate linearly with precision, the relative precision for a fixed integration time in the red-optical is expected to be 2.4 times that attained at standard optical wavelengths with the same integration time. In other words, to obtain the same precision at standard optical wavelengths would require 5.6 times the integration time. Similarly, for an M9V dwarf, the models of Brott & Hauschildt (2005) indicate line number and depth ratios (0.7 - 0.9 µm / 0.5 - 0.7 µm) of 0.755 and 0.925 respectively. Precision increases by 3.6 times when working in the red-optical, or equivalently integration times of only ∼1/13 are required to achieve the same precision as standard optical wavelength surveys.

3 WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION

Wavelength calibrations were made by an initial order-by-order identification of suitable lines using the ThAr wavelengths published by Lovis & Pepe (2007), which are estimated to enable a calibration (i.e. global) r.m.s to better than 20 cms−1 for HARPS (see § 2). Pixel positions were initially identified for a single arc using a simple Gaussian fit. For each subsequent arc, a cross-match was made followed by a multiple-Gaussian (up to three profiles) fit around each identified line using a Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm (Press et al. 1986) to obtain the pixel position of each line centre. The Lovis & Pepe line list was optimised for HARPS at R = 110,000, while our observations were made at R ∼ 35,000 necessitating rejection of some lines. Using a multiple Gaussian fit enables the effect of any nearby lines to be accounted for in the fit that also included a first order (straight line) background. Any lines closer than the instrumental FWHM were not used. Finally for each order, any remaining outliers were removed after fitting a cubic-polynomial. In addition, any lines that were not consistently yielding a good fit for all arc frames throughout both nights (to within 3-sigma of the cubic fits) were removed. A total of 32 - 71 lines were available for the orders centered at 6363 - 7470 Å. For the redder orders centered at 7636 - 8811 Å, 18 - 25 lines were available. To improve stability, we made a two dimensional wavelength calibration, with 4 coefficients in the dispersion direction and 7 coefficients in the cross-dispersion direction. By iteratively rejecting outlying pixels from the fit, we found that of the input 575 lines, clipping the 15 furthest outliers yielded the most consistent fit from one solution to the next. Sigma clipping has the potential to remove blocks of lines in a given region and we found this to give less stable solutions. Of the 575 input lines, we clipped 15 from each frame leaving a total of 550 lines for each solution. The zero point r.m.s. (i.e. the r.m.s. by combining all lines) is found to be 8.73 ± 0.32 ms−1. Wavelength calibration precision could be improved, in the reddest orders at least, where λ > 0.85 µm, by simultaneously us-
ing a ThAr and UNe lamps. The UNe lamp has been shown to provide around 6 times more lines in this region than the ThAr lamp (Redman et al. 2011).

We find that despite a precision of sub 10 ms$^{-1}$ on a given wavelength solution, the solution from one ThAr frame to the next yields r.m.s. residuals of 30–80 ms$^{-1}$. The difference does not show a constant shift or tilt across all orders but may appear random from one order to the next indicating that the long term solution is in fact not stable. The dynamic range of the ThAr lines used was however large, so that weak lines, especially in the redder order where fewer lines per order are available, contribute to a less stable solution that is desirable. A total of 88 per cent of the lines possess strengths that are $\lesssim 0.05$ of the maximum line used (even considering the removal of lines that peaked with more than 50 000 counts before extraction), with most of these lines possessing only a few thousand counts above the bias level.

3.1 Stability of MIKE

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the stability of MIKE by cross-correlating ThAr frames. This enables us to ascertain our precision when interpolating our reference velocity for each target observation. The MIKE User’s Guide\(^1\) indicates that the instrument is stable at the $\sim 1$ pixel level (in the cross-dispersion direction), owing to small temperature changes throughout the night. However, Table 1 in fact indicates that use of MIKE as a precision radial velocity instrument requires that a simultaneous reference fiducial be used if consistent results are to be achieved. The crosses joined by solid lines represent the drift in ms$^{-1}$ as a function of frame number (covering all science frames taken throughout the night). The hatched regions represent times at which the telescope was pointing at the same right ascension and declination; in other words, no slewing occurred during these intervals. Nevertheless, it can be seen that large shifts of the instrument take place during these intervals. In some cases, particularly on the second night, the wavelength appears to have drifted by $\sim 500$ ms$^{-1}$, or $\sim 0.25$ pixels between arc observations. In many cases, the drift is somewhat less, but clearly severely prohibits our ability to make precision radial velocity measurements of $\lesssim 10$ ms$^{-1}$ by relying on ThAr measurements.

Moreover, inspection of telluric lines indicates changes in position that do not correlate with the arc lines. We suspect that this apparent discrepancy, and the semi-random nature of the measured offsets may arise from mechanical movement of the calibration mirror when alternating between ThAr observations and science target observations.

3.2 Precision velocity measurements with MIKE

While Fig. 2 indicates that the ThAr lines can shift by large quantities, Fig. 3 demonstrates the relationship between the ThAr shifts and the shifts from telluric lines (i.e. the telluric lines do not show the same shifts as the ThAr lines). The plot shows the relative drift in pixels as a function of pixel for all orders, clearly indicating that a tilt is also present. We measured the strongest telluric lines from observations of GJ1061 since this object has the highest S/N $\sim 160$. We measured the telluric line positions in the same manner as described above for the ThAr frames. Plotted in Fig. 3 are the residuals relative to the first observation of GJ 1061 on the first night. It can be seen that there is a significant shift, even between the pair of observations, which were made together with a ThAr observation between them. Similarly, we compared the ThAr frame between these two observations with that taken immediately after the first GJ 1061 observation. The scatter in the telluric lines is too great to give a reliable tilt measurement, but the ThAr relationship is much tighter. Nevertheless, the tilt appears to be approximately the same for the tellurics and the ThAr frames, even of the shift is different. The similarity of tilt, but differing shift is seen for other pairs of observations of GJ 1061. However, owing to the larger scatter seen in telluric pixel positions for all other objects (which typically possess 0.5–0.75 of the S/N of our GJ1061 observations), we are unable to easily see the tilt.

Our strategy for making precision radial velocities stems from the above observations. We assume that the local wavelength solution can be described as a shift and a tilt relative to a single master spectrum. Since we find that the local 2D wavelength solution results in variations of 30–80 ms$^{-1}$ (\(^1\)above), we instead use the relative tilt in each wavelength solution to correct the master wavelength frame (chosen as the wavelength solution at the start of observations for each target star). Since the tilt is derived by combining all ThAr orders, we then apply this uniformly to each order in turn for the relevant ThAr observation that is made between each observation pair. This procedure is effectively equivalent to allowing only the low order terms to vary in the 2D wavelength solution. Each wavelength corrected frame is then used to make the subsequent deconvolved profiles (see next section) for the pair of observations that bracket it. The local shift for a given observation is made by measuring the shift of the telluric lines since this shift is not the same as that seen in the ThAr frames. Since this latter shift is assumed to apply to both the stellar and telluric lines, it is lim-

Table 1. List of targets observed on November 21 & 22 with their estimated spectral types, I band magnitudes, $\sin i$ values (Jenkins et al., In prep.) and exposure times. Extracted S/N ratio and S/N ratio after deconvolution are tabulated in columns 6 & 7. Column 8 lists the total number of observations on each target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star</th>
<th>SpT</th>
<th>Imag</th>
<th>Exp [s]</th>
<th>$\sin i$</th>
<th>S/N (extracted)</th>
<th>S/N (deconvolved)</th>
<th>Number of observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1002</td>
<td>M5.5V</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$\lesssim$5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>4610</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1061</td>
<td>M5.5V</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$\lesssim$5</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1286</td>
<td>M5.5V</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>$\lesssim$5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 3128</td>
<td>M6V</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>$\lesssim$5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO J025300.5+165258</td>
<td>M7V</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>$\lesssim$5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3150</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHS 132</td>
<td>M8V</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$\lesssim$5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP944-20</td>
<td>M9V</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) http://www.ucolick.org/~rab/MIKE/usersguide.html
Figure 2. Stability of MIKE on the 21st (top) and 22nd (bottom) measured using cross-correlation of ThAr lines (crosses joined by solid line). Velocity in $\text{ms}^{-1}$ is plotted against observed frame sequence number. Also plotted are the corresponding temperature variation of the dewar and the position (as altitude and azimuth) of the telescope. The temperature is measured in K and multiplied by 1000, while the azimuth can be read directly in degrees. The telescope altitude is multiplied by 4 for clarity. The hatched regions indicated periods over which the telescope was pointing at a fixed RA and Dec on the sky (i.e. tracking), and over which no slewing of the telescope took place.

Figure 3. Comparison of Telluric shifts and ThAr shifts. The telluric lines positions were obtained from the second pair of observations of GJ 1061 (our target with the highest S/N) on the first night. The shifts are plotted relative to the first observation of GJ 1061 as plus symbols (red) and crosses (green). Similarly the shift in the ThAr positions is plotted for the ThAr frame taken between the GJ 1061 observation pair relative to the first ThAr frame (taken after the first GJ 1061 frame) and are plotted as small points (blue).

4 PRECISION RADIAL VELOCITIES OF M DWARF SPECTRA

Since we are unable to achieve the desired sensitivity for precision radial velocities using the internal ThAr emission line source, an alternative simultaneous fiducial is needed. To date, the only gas cell to be identified for precision work at optical wavelengths uses iodine ($I_2$) as a reference fiducial (Marcy & Butler 1992) as it possesses a rich source of absorption lines. However, as Fig. 3 illustrates, the $I_2$ lines do not extend to the wavelengths we are using. In the near infrared, there has been some effort made towards identifying suitable cells (e.g. Mahadevan & Ge 2009), while the only successful infrared gas cell survey has utilised a NH$_3$ gas cell that provides lines in the K band (Booij et al. 2010). The use of a laser comb to provide regularly spaced reference lines (Steinmetz et al. 2008) has now demonstrated 10 ms$^{-1}$ on stellar targets (Ycas et al. 2012), although this technology is still being developed (at infrared wavelengths) and currently remains an expensive choice. The only available option for our data is to investigate the possibility of making use of the numerous telluric reference lines available in our spectra. Hence the intuitive requirement of stellar spectral regions that are void of atmospheric lines is replaced by a strategy that makes full use of the recorded spectral range in each exposure. We are therefore faced with a situation where the observed spectrum and reference lines are often superimposed, in much the same manner as when using a gas cell inserted into the instrument light path. Our adopted method is dictated by the nature of the spectra in the sense that we do not possess a reliable stellar template spectrum that is free of the reference spectrum (the telluric lines in this case). While accurate reference spectra can be derived from atmospheric models, the stellar spectra, at least at high resolution, are not highly accurate, necessitating a semi-empirical approach. Rather than cross-correlating small regions of spectra and optimally co-adding, we employ a hybrid of the iodine technique of Marcy et al. and the ThAr method first described by Baranne et al. (1996) and now incorporated into the HARPS pipeline.

4.1 Least Squares Deconvolution

We have applied least squares deconvolution (LSD) to our spectra to derive a single high S/N line profile for each observed spectrum. In order to disentangle the stellar signature from the telluric signature, we apply the technique using models that represent the stellar lines and the telluric lines individually i.e. a stellar line list and telluric line list giving line positions and normalised line depths. Hence, two simultaneous high S/N ratio line profiles are derived.
one from the stellar lines and one from the telluric lines. The deconvolved profiles are derived in velocity space, enabling direct relative shifts to be measured.

The deconvolution procedure has been used in a number of applications but was first implemented by Donati et al. (1997) to boost the S/N in weak Stokes V profiles in noisy, high resolution timeseries spectra, thereby enabling indirect stellar magnetic images to be derived. It was also implemented by Barnes et al. (1998) to similarly enable inversion of intensity profiles to produce high resolution surface brightness maps of relatively faint, rapidly rotating Alpha Persei G dwarfs. More recently, the procedure has been used to search for the weak signature of planetary signals in high resolution optical (Collier Cameron et al. 1999, 2002, Leigh et al. 2003b) and infrared (Barnes et al. 2007a,b, 2008, 2010) spectra. LSD is also effective for deriving accurate timeseries spectra, thereby enabling indirect stellar magnetic images. The deconvolution process means that the number of lines which can be used is independent of the degree of blending.

The output least squares profile is binned at the average pixel resolution of the object spectrum and is determined by the size of the CCD pixels (approx. 2.1 - 2.2 kms⁻¹ in the case of our MIKE observations). Generally the velocity range over which the deconvolution takes place is chosen to include continuum on either side of the profile. The χ² function is used to obtain the inverse variance weighted fit of the convolution of the line list with the deconvolved profile to the normalised and continuum-subtracted spectrum \( r_j \),

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_j \frac{(r_j - \sum_k \alpha_{jk} z_k)^2}{\sigma_j^2}.
\]

The equation is minimised by finding the solution to the set of equations

\[
\frac{\partial \chi^2}{\partial z_k} = 0,
\]

where the unknown quantity is the least squares profile, \( z_k \). This yields

\[
\sum_j \frac{1}{\sigma_j^2} z_k \sum_j \alpha_{jk} \sum_i \alpha_{ij} z_i = \frac{1}{\sigma_j^2} \sum_j \alpha_{jk} r_j
\]

The deconvolution process can be given in the same form as Equation 4 in Donati et al. (1997). If the inverse variances, \( 1/\sigma_j^2 \) are contained in the the vector, \( V \), and the spectrum elements \( r_j \) in the vector, \( R \), the solution can be written in matrix form as

\[
z = (\alpha^T V \alpha)^{-1} \alpha^T V R
\]

The right hand part of Equation 2 (i.e. \( \alpha^T V R \)) is the cross-correlation of the observed spectrum with the line mask. This, as mentioned above, is the weighted mean of all the lines. The solution however gives flat continuum outside the least squares deconvoluted profile, free of side lobes from blends, provided that the line list used is reasonably comprehensive, and the weights correct. The solution therefore effectively cleans the cross-correlation vector from the square symmetrical auto-correlation matrix \( \alpha^T V \alpha \). The solution to equation 2 requires the inverse of the auto-correlation matrix to be determined. This can be found by making use of a suitable fast inversion routine such as Cholesky Decomposition as given by Press et al. (1986).
4.2 Deconvolution line lists

For successful deconvolution, we require a good line list to represent both the synthetic telluric spectrum and the stellar spectrum. Since we find that spectra for mid-late M dwarfs (Brott & Hauschildt 2005) do not adequately reproduce the line positions and strengths at the resolutions we are working at, we have adopted a semi-empirical approach for deriving line lists. We shifted and co-added spectra for one of our higher S/N targets (GJ 1002), we simply search for absorption lines and find the line position by cubic interpolation of the line core.

Table 2. Radial velocities and cross-correlation uncertainties for each target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HJD</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>ΔRV</th>
<th>HJD</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>ΔRV</th>
<th>HJD</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>ΔRV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2400000+)</td>
<td>[ms^{-1}]</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2400000+)</td>
<td>[ms^{-1}]</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2400000+)</td>
<td>[ms^{-1}]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GJ 1061</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LHS 132</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.538975</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>55522.578698</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>55522.602135</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>20.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.546660</td>
<td>14.97</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td>55522.585098</td>
<td>30.05</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>55522.603659</td>
<td>20.27</td>
<td>32.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.666140</td>
<td>38.07</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>55522.691451</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>55522.600360</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>22.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.672159</td>
<td>46.16</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>55522.697410</td>
<td>-9.24</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>55522.605190</td>
<td>-47.45</td>
<td>43.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.537970</td>
<td>-10.85</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>55522.760129</td>
<td>-17.53</td>
<td>16.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.545250</td>
<td>-33.82</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>55523.766101</td>
<td>-3.16</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.658340</td>
<td>-39.21</td>
<td>16.76</td>
<td>55523.852187</td>
<td>-13.86</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.665500</td>
<td>-26.14</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>55523.858298</td>
<td>-24.38</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55523.565640</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55523.574010</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55523.687180</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55523.694340</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>22.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HJD</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>ΔRV</th>
<th>HJD</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>ΔRV</th>
<th>HJD</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>ΔRV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2400000+)</td>
<td>[ms^{-1}]</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2400000+)</td>
<td>[ms^{-1}]</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2400000+)</td>
<td>[ms^{-1}]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GJ 3128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SO J025300+165258</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.524089</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>8.26</td>
<td>55522.529116</td>
<td>-52.31</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>55522.607386</td>
<td>31.20</td>
<td>9.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.532083</td>
<td>24.11</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>55522.539341</td>
<td>-43.36</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>55522.613983</td>
<td>30.96</td>
<td>7.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.617122</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>55522.591953</td>
<td>95.24</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>55522.708726</td>
<td>77.90</td>
<td>9.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55522.624517</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>55522.595020</td>
<td>109.71</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>55522.717175</td>
<td>89.68</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.527280</td>
<td>-15.00</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>55523.528760</td>
<td>-112.24</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>55523.593670</td>
<td>-10.63</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.529990</td>
<td>-13.07</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>55523.531840</td>
<td>-97.95</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>55523.601610</td>
<td>-23.29</td>
<td>9.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.614100</td>
<td>-20.65</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>55523.588880</td>
<td>29.41</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>55523.609830</td>
<td>-23.52</td>
<td>6.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55523.621280</td>
<td>-29.27</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>55523.592470</td>
<td>71.51</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>55523.727010</td>
<td>-84.51</td>
<td>13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55523.734950</td>
<td>-87.80</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To generate the synthetic telluric spectra, we use the Line By Line Radiative Transfer Model (LBLRTM) code (Clough et al. 1992, 2005), which is distributed by Atmospheric and Environmental Research (AER). The code uses the most up to date versions of the HITRAN 2008 molecular spectroscopic database (Rothman et al. 2009). We generate a reference spectrum at high resolution, using a meteorological sounding provided by Air Resources Laboratory (ARL). The soundings are available at a time resolution of 3 hours for the longitude and latitude of Las Campanas Observatory. The sounding contains an atmospheric observation containing wind speed, wind direction, temperature, dew point and pressure at a range of atmospheric heights and is used by LBLRTM to generate synthetic spectra for the current location and conditions. Our telluric line list is generated from a reference synthetic spectrum with a sounding taken on the first night of observations at Las Campanas observatory for an altitude of 60 degrees. Once a high resolution normalised spectrum is generated, we build a line list in the same manner as described above for the stellar lines, although contamination and S/N effects in this instance are not relevant.

4.3 Derivation of radial velocities

Radial velocity measurements are made by subtraction of the measured velocity centre of the deconvolved stellar profile with respect to the deconvolved telluric profile for each spectrum. We use a version of the HCROSS algorithm of (Heavens 1993) which is in turn a modification of the Hcross algorithm of Tony & David (1979). HCROSS applies a more accurate, robust algorithm that employs the theory of peaks in Gaussian noise to determine uncertainties in the cross-correlation peak. Since the routine, which is part of the Starlink package, FIGARO (now distributed by the Joint

2 http://rtweb.aer.com

3 http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/READYyamnet.php
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the Hcross error and the mean difference between pairs of observations for each object. In other words, over the short timescales on which pairs of observations are made (with no slewing of the telescope), the scatter in the points agrees well with the cross-correlation error estimate. While this also holds for GJ 3128 when the last observation pair (with a difference of 42 ms$^{-1}$) is excluded, the much higher $v \sin i$ and low S/N ratio of LP 944-20 may be the cause of the breakdown of this one-to-one relationship. There are also only two pairs of observations of LP 944-20 since the first was a single observation.

In Table 3 the final column lists the discrepancy between the Hcross error and the scatter. The value is simply that which added in quadrature to the Hcross error leads to the observed scatter in the observations. As such it represents any further unaccounted for errors in the measurement, which may be astrophysical, instrumental, a real planetary signal, or a combination of these factors. In the next section we discuss such possible causes further.

The flattest RV curve is exhibited by JG 1061, with an overall r.m.s. scatter of 15.7 ms$^{-1}$, comparable with the cross-correlation uncertainty of 9.37 ms$^{-1}$ derived via Hcross. While the GJ 1286 RV curve is relatively flat, the overall scatter is more than twice the estimated error. In the case of GJ 1002, this discrepancy is closer to a factor of 3. Although LHS 132 appears relatively flat, we again emphasise that there are only two pairs of observations of this object, both taken at almost the same time on each night. No discernible variation is found in LP944-20 which shows the largest scatter and errors, owing to its late spectral type and high $v \sin i$. To the contrary, GJ 3128 shows the same rising trend on each night of observations with a scatter that is $\sim$10 times the error estimate. Perhaps the most interesting RV curve is exhibited by SO J025300+165258, where a rising trend is seen on night one followed by a falling trend on the second night. We discuss GJ 3128 and SO J025300+165258 in more detail in section 6.

5.2 Photon noise sensitivities

To validate the technique we have carried out Monte-Carlo simulations to determine the radial velocity precision we expect to achieve as a function of S/N ratio. Synthetic spectra at $R = 35,000$ were generated from the semi-empirical line lists that we derived in §4.2. The spectra contained both telluric lines and spectral lines. An observed continuum (of GJ1002) was used to mimic the counts across the whole spectrum, thereby accounting for the spectral type and instrumental response (e.g. quantum efficiency and blaze function) of MIkeat R $\sim$35,000. Noise was then added to the spectrum, and subjected to our pipeline procedure for deriving radial velocities. This procedure was carried out 100 times at each S/N level, resulting in 100 radial velocities from which the scatter, indicating the measurement precision was derived. The results are shown for mid-M dwarfs in Fig.6 for non-rotating stars. For the S/N range of 25 - 160 seen in our sample of stars, the photon limited precision is 1.7 - 11 ms$^{-1}$ respectively. The right panel of Fig.6 demonstrates that with 10 ms$^{-1}$ precision (for example by tellurics), there is little benefit in obtaining spectra with S/N ratios $> 100$.

The lower curves plotted in Fig.6 (line joined by open circles) show the precision attainable from tellurics alone, indicating that they possess the larger contribution for low $v \sin i$ (i.e. $v \sin i \lesssim 5$ km s$^{-1}$). For zero rotation ($v \sin i = 0$ km s$^{-1}$), the telluric cross-correlation uncertainties in the simulation are $\sim 1.5$ times the stellar uncertainties. For example, with S/N = 120 and $v \sin i = 0$ km s$^{-1}$, the telluric and stellar contributions are 1.5 ms$^{-1}$ and 2.2 ms$^{-1}$ respectively. The combined precision of
Figure 5. 2010 November 21 & 22 heliocentric corrected radial velocity measurements for the 7 M dwarfs, GJ 1002, GJ 1286 and GJ 1061, GJ 3128, SO J025300+165258, LHS 132 and LP944-20. The measurements were made by deconvolving the spectral lines in each frame into a single high S/N profile. The same procedure is applied to each telluric frame. The horizontal dashed line simply represents the mean velocity (zero). The pre-deconvolution S/N ratio, mean cross-correlation error, $\sigma$, and r.m.s. scatter in all points are given for each star. For GJ 3128 and SO J025300+165258, which both exhibit significant radial velocity variations, we fit a sinusoidal velocity curve (see §6.1 for discussion).
2.6 ms$^{-1}$ is similar to that achieved using an I$_2$ cell and VLT-UT2 + UVES for the Barnard’s star (M4V) (Kürster et al. 2003) and Proxima Centauri (M5V) (Endl & Kürster 2008). We note however that both objects possess earlier spectral types and additionally, were observed using an image slicer at a much higher resolution of R $\sim$ 100,000. A direct comparison of precision and efficiency (see also §2) requires further simulations at other wavelengths to be made, although increased resolution would clearly improve our simulated precision further. We reiterate that telluric stability will nevertheless ultimately limit precision to a few ms$^{-1}$.

6 DISCUSSION

While precision of a few 10s of ms$^{-1}$ has been demonstrated by our results presented in Fig. 5, it is clear that the observations do not reach the Poisson noise limit. Our simulations (Fig. 6) indicate a photon noise limit of order 2.4 ms$^{-1}$ for our brightest target, GJ 1061 (i.e. at S/N = 163). For GJ 1002 (S/N = 113), the photon noise limit is 3.3 ms$^{-1}$ and similarly for GJ 1286 and GJ 3128 (S/N = 84), the limit is 4.4 ms$^{-1}$. For a modest S/N = 25, as for LHS 132, we expect a limiting precision of 14.5 ms$^{-1}$. With the exception of this latter case, for which we anyhow only have two observations, the photon-noise limit is clearly not sufficient to explain the discrepancy between the r.m.s. scatter in the points and the error bars listed in Table 3. LP944-20 is a rapid rotator with $\sin i \sim 35$ km$s^{-1}$ and our estimated photon noise limit (not shown in Table 3) at S/N = 44 is 99 ms$^{-1}$ and therefore in reasonable agreement with both the error and scatter, which is smaller than the difference between pairs of observations. More data is needed on this kind of object which has a high $\sin i$ (Jenkins et al., In prep.), even among M dwarfs (Jenkins et al. 2009).

The question of telluric stability has been tackled in a number of publications. Measurements of Arcturus and Procyon were made with $\sim$50 ms$^{-1}$ precision by Griffin & Griffin (1973). A number of authors, including Snellen (2004) have demonstrated that sub-10 ms$^{-1}$ is achievable by observing H$_2$O lines at wavelengths longer than 0.6 $\mu$m. Gray & Brown (2006) however found 25 ms$^{-1}$ precision from telluric observations of $\tau$ Ceti. More recently Figueira et al. (2010) have investigated the utility of telluric features over timescales of a few days to several years by measuring the stability of some of the stronger O$_2$ lines found in HARPS observations. Their observations indicate that for bright targets such as Tau Ceti, precision of $\sim$ 5 ms$^{-1}$ is achievable on timescales of 1 - 8 d when observing at airmasses restricted to $< 1.5$ (altitude $> 42^\circ$). Inclusion of data at all air masses (<2.2, altitude $> 27^\circ$) enables precision of $\sim$ 10 ms$^{-1}$ to be achieved. Over longer timescales of 1 - 6 years, the same precision of $\sim$ 10 ms$^{-1}$ is found. In other words, atmospheric phenomena are found to induce radial velocity variations in telluric lines at the 1 - 10 ms$^{-1}$ level, but can largely be corrected for. Moreover, and importantly, simple fitting of atmospheric effects, including asymmetries found in molecular lines that vary as a function of altitude, and wind speed, enable corrections down to $\sim$ 2 ms$^{-1}$ to be made. Figueira et al. find that this is twice the photon noise limit of their observations. If we include a 10 ms$^{-1}$ uncertainty into our error budget, our overall contribution from tellurics and photon noise ranges from 10.2 ms$^{-1}$ (GJ 1002) to 17.6 ms$^{-1}$ (LHS 132). This simple argument is almost sufficient to declare the radial velocity curve of GJ 1061 to be flat within our uncertainties since the estimated discrepancy listed in Table 3 is 12.6 ms$^{-1}$. Again, the same argument may be made for LHS 132, but clearly more observations are needed. The remaining M5.5V stars require modest (GJ 1002) additional uncertainties to explain their discrepancies, while GJ 3128 and SO J025300+165258 both show more significant discrepancies. It is additionally worth noting that all observations of GJ 3128 were observed in the airmass range 1.38 - 1.43 (44$^\circ$ - 46$^\circ$), while SO J025300+165258 was observed with an airmass range of 1.49 - 1.71 (36$^\circ$ - 42$^\circ$), so airmass effects are unlikely to lead to radial velocity variations of order $\sim$ 100 ms$^{-1}$ (see §6).

To investigate further the expected errors that may arise from molecular asymmetries in telluric lines, we used LBLTRM to simulate telluric spectra at an airmass range of 1.0 - 2.2. At R = 35,000, we find only $\sim$ 1 ms$^{-1}$ variation for observations made at Las Campanas. The result additionally gives a measure of any uncertainty from using a mismatched line list for deconvolution. All our results have used a master telluric line list for an altitude 60$^\circ$. Hence we do not expect airmass corrections to be important until we are confident that we have reached precision of a few ms$^{-1}$. A more important consideration potentially arises from wind speed and direction. Since most of the lines in our line list are water transitions, we expect the lines to form at lower altitudes. The soundings used (see §6) by LBLTRM give wind direction and speed for altitudes in the range $\sim$2 - 27 km$s^{-1}$. Since the water lines form largely at lower altitude, we note that the wind speed over the two nights of observations is $< 10$ km$s^{-1}$ on both nights. Additionally, the wind direction changes by only $\sim$20$^\circ$, giving a maximum difference between the two nights of $\sim$ 0.6 ms$^{-1}$. With a wind vector of 360$^\circ$ (Northerly), at altitudes $<$5000 m, the maximum wind speed seen by a star at altitude 40$^\circ$ in a 10 ms$^{-1}$ wind is 10cos(40$^\circ$) = 7.7 ms$^{-1}$ during our two night observing run. Of course in reality, the differential is somewhat less since high declination stars only traverse a small range of azimuth angles. For a northerly wind at Southern latitudes, intermediate latitude stars traverse a greater range of azimuth angles, but will never see as much as the predicted full 7.7 ms$^{-1}$ variation. We are therefore confident that in the absence of high precision measurements, telluric velocity corrections can not give the radial velocity variations seen in some of our stars.
As MIKE does not have an image derotator it is not able to keep the slit at the parallactic angle (it is set such that the slit is vertical at 30° from the Zenith (altitude = 60°)). It is unclear whether this should have an effect on the measured radial velocities. One might reasonably expect that to first order, any slit effects would cancel owing to the reference lines and stellar lines following the same optical path in the instrument. There is no clear systematic correction that can be applied to all the objects that appears to correct, in an empirical manner, for the slit tilt.

### 6.1 Planetary candidates?

Although GJ 3128 appears to show significant radial velocity variations that are at 10σ of the cross-correlation errors, the same ascending RVs of both observation pairs on both nights raises the possibility of an as yet undetected one day aliasing effect. The radial velocity points can be fit with a simple sinusoidal curve with a period of $P = 0.511 \text{ d}$, an amplitude of $K_s = 209.4 \text{ ms}^{-1}$ and a residual r.m.s. of 1.8 ms$^{-1}$. A circular (eccentricity, $e = 0$) planetary orbit of this period and amplitude could be induced by a $m_p \sin i = 3.29 \text{ M}_{\oplus}$ planet in a very close 0.0058 AU orbit (i.e. 8.31 R$_{\oplus}$). We note also that under the assumption of a maximum $v \sin i = 5 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, the minimum period of the GJ 3128, with $R = 0.15 \text{ R}_\odot$ [Reid & Hawley 2005; Kaltenegger & Traub 2009], would be $P \sim 1.52 \text{ d}$, quite distinct from the RV signal. Importantly, Fig. 7 shows that GJ 3128 exhibits flaring activity. Our second observation shows clear evidence of such an event which has pushed Hα into emission. This interesting phenomenon confirms the findings of Reiners (2009), already discussed in §1, and demonstrates that we are not sensitive to flaring events at the level of our precision since the first pair of points do not show significant radial velocity differences. Moreover, since no further strong flaring is seen in the remaining spectra, we believe that such events should not be responsible for the RV variation seen in GJ 3128. We also emphasise that we exclude a region of $\pm 7 \text{ Å}$ surrounding Hα from our deconvolution.

Our most promising candidate for a stellar radial velocity signature is exhibited by SO J025300.5+165258, which shows a rising trend on the first night and a falling trend on the second night. The r.m.s. scatter is at a level of 6.4σ of the cross-correlation errors. A sinusoidal fit to the data indicates a period of $P = 2.06 \text{ d}$ with an amplitude of $K_s = 182.7 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (residual r.m.s. = 0.46 ms$^{-1}$). A circular planetary orbit would lead to a mass of $m_p \sin i = 4.88 \text{ M}_{\oplus}$ with $a = 0.014 \text{ AU}$, falling inside the classical habitable zone. We emphasise that we make no claims for a planet and clearly further observations are required. In fact, perhaps Fig. 7 shows that in fact SO J025300.5+165258 is the most chromospherically active star in our sample, but on the basis of our GJ 3128, the Reiners (2009) results and removal of these regions from the RV analysis, it seems unlikely that these chromospheric variations are responsible for the RV variations of SO J025300.5+165258. However, while pairs or triplets of observations are consistent at the cross-correlation level, the Hα line also does not show large variations on these timescales, but does in fact vary from one pair/triplet to the next. Additionally, for completeness, we note that no other stars exhibit significant variations in the Hα line region, except for the final pair of observations of GJ 1286, which show a slight increase Hα emission.

### Table 3. Radial velocity errors for each target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Error [ms$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Mean ΔOP [ms$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>r.m.s. scatter [ms$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Discrepancy [ms$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Photon limited precision [ms$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1002</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1061</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1286</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 3128</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>8.80 (12.6)</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO J025300+165258</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.91</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHS 132</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP944-20</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.2 Line bisectors

Although we believe that chromospherically active lines themselves do not bias our radial velocities, the active nature of the star clearly warrants further analysis of activity indicators. Line bisectors are a commonly employed tool that enable line asymmetries due to photospheric temperature inhomogeneities such as starspots and/or plage to be assessed (Saar & Donahue 1997). Following the same procedure as Martínez Fiorenzano et al. (2005), we calculate line bisectors to assess starspot jitter. Fig. 8 shows our results for SO J025300.5+165258 for both the deconvolved stellar lines and telluric lines. The line bisectors are shown for all 9 profiles. The bisector span is calculated by determining the mean bisector for two regions of the line profiles, near the top and the bottom of the profile. Thus, any spot or spot group on the star that rotates into and out of view will cause variation in the span, with the subsequent line asymmetries yielding false RV signals (as defined, the bisector span, BIS, shows an anti-correlation with RV (Desort et al. 2007)). The telluric line profiles are quite asymmetric in the line wings, but are relatively consistent over all observations. The stellar lines show more variation in the wings (i.e. at normalised depths >0.6), but even points 5-7 (the triplet of observations on night 2 which show bisector morphology changes in short timescales), do not show large variation in their RVs.

With so few observations, we find that it is in fact not possible to find a bisector-span vs RV correlation owing to the scatter in the bisector values. We combine bisector span values from both the telluric and stellar lines since this should also account for any changes in the telluric lines. With a simple linear relationship, it is possible to flatten the two pairs of points on night 1, but this has little effect on the points from night 2. It is clear that a larger number of data points are needed at more phases before any bisector span vs radial velocity relationship can provide useful information on the nature of radial velocity variations. However, with a total variation in the bisector span of ∼150 ms⁻¹ for SO J025300.5+165258 (92 ms⁻¹ when the large span calculate for profile 6 is removed), we can’t completely rule out that a trend would emerge with more observations. We also find similar bisector variations in our other stars, including our brightest target, GJ1061, which is nevertheless relatively flat within the estimated cross-correlation uncertainties. It is worth noting that the ~1 per cent FWHM variations that we see in our profiles also do not yield a clear (anti-)correlation, as reported by Boisse et al. (2011). As with SO J025300.5+165258, we are unable to determine a correlation for GJ 3128, but do find that the second observation (where we reported a flare, as shown in Fig. 7), is consistent with the first observation, confirming that it had little effect on the photospheric lines. The above findings may well be a consequence of lower contrast starspots in low temperature atmospheres that contribute negligible stellar jitter, a hypothesis that may yield clearer answers with further data.

7 SUMMARY & PROSPECTS

By making use of the red optical spectral regions and an efficient CCD detector we have demonstrated that sub-20 ms⁻¹ precision radial velocity measurements of M dwarfs are possible when utilizing a telluric reference fiducial and a wavelength extent (~3000 Å) equal to more traditional optical surveys. Two stars show significant radial velocity variations that are consistent with the RV amplitudes that could be induced by close orbiting planets of several Neptune masses. At this stage, with so few observation epochs, we do not argue that these are planetary in origin, although we note that Neptune mass planets are expected (Howard et al. 2010; Wittenmyer et al. 2011; Bonfils et al. 2011; Borucki et al. 2011) with a frequency that is consistent with detection rates of 1/7 - 2/7. While we find that the chromospheric activity, seen as variation in Hα emission, is unlikely to be the cause of the variations, based on local consistency of observation pairs (e.g. where one observation of a pair contains clear evidence for a strong flare) and other findings (Reiners 2009), further observations are required to enable a fuller investigation aimed at the role of photospheric line shape variability.

Using simulations based on our MIKE observations, we have shown that sub-10 ms⁻¹ precision can potentially be achieved for marginal detections and non-detections using Bayesian techniques that are efficient at searching for low amplitude signals in noisy data (Kotiranta & Tuomi 2010; Tuomi 2011; Tuomi & Jones 2011) indicate that the number of epochs required is conservative. Clustering of randomly located starspots in our 3D stellar models was found to lead to non-symmetric noise/jitter distributions using these routines. In some instances, using the correct noise-model resulted in the recovery of orbital parameters, where no planet had even been detected at the 1 per cent false alarm probability level of our more straightforward periodogram analysis. This observation may well prove vital for stellar systems where the rotation period of the star may potentially be close to that of the planet, a distinct possibility for HZ planets orbiting mid-late M stars.
spectra with S/N $\sim$50. This improves to precisions of order 3 ms$^{-1}$ for S/N $\sim$ 100 and 2 ms$^{-1}$ for S/N $\sim$ 200. Since rotation is known to increase on average for mid-late M dwarfs, more mod-est precisions of 5 - 12 ms$^{-1}$ are more likely once rotation speeds reach typical 10 - 20 ms$^{-1}$ for M6V and M9V stars respectively (Jenkins et al. 2009).

Our observations suggest that we have achieved reference fiducial limited observations of at least one target, GJ 1061, where the discrepancy between our cross-correlation errors, which are accurate on short timescales, and the overall scatter, can be explained by atmospheric variations from tellurics. Since these should in fact be sub-10 ms$^{-1}$ during our observations, there are likely additional uncertainties which most probably arise from MIKE. We have demonstrated that the instrument does not show a slow velocity drift with time, but rather that apparent drifts of a few hundred ms$^{-1}$ can be observed on relatively short timescales of a few observations. We should add that MIKE was not built with precision radial velocities in mind and is not pressure or temperature stabilised, although the Magellan Planet Search program which operates in the optical and utilizes an iodine cell is achieving 5 ms$^{-1}$ precision (Minniti et al. 2009; Arriagada et al. 2010). It is not clear whether a mechanical effect, possibly introduced by the calibration mirror while taking arcs, or whether telescope slewing and possible disturbance of the Nasmyth mounted instrument are responsible for these shifts. Additionally, we are unable to determine whether the shifts are pseudo-random and occur only during movement of the telescope and/or instrument components, or whether the influence of slow temperature and pressure changes throughout the night are important. If gravity settling of the instrument is significant (esp. after a CCD dewar refill), we would expect possible drifts of up to several 100 ms$^{-1}$ during a single observation. Fig. 2 appears to indicate that the shifts are not entirely random as they often continue in one direction over several observations. As discussed in the previous section for the variable slit angle, owing to the simultaneous measurement of reference fiducial and stellar spectrum, which traverse the same optical light path, such effects may well be ex-pected to cancel to first order. Nevertheless, they may go some way to explaining the discrepancy between residuals and our error bar estimates.

In light of such difficulties, MIKE, operating at a modest res-olution of $\sim$35,000 (especially when we consider that the temperature and pressure stabilised HARPS operates at R = 110,000) has demonstrated that precision radial velocities are well within its grasp. This work would nevertheless clearly benefit from a more stable instrument operating at higher resolution. We expect our precision to scale approximately linearly with resolution, so the above estimates of photon limited noise, would potentially enable 1 ms$^{-1}$ precision to be achieved on the brightest slowly rotating M dwarfs at a resolution of R $\sim$30,000. The additional S/N loss at this resolution could easily be offset by telescopes with a larger aperture than the 6.5m Magellan Telescopes could offer. While we have not been able to determine the effects of a slit that does not maintain paral-lactic angle on the sky, we expect that doing so could only add to the precision (even if reddening effects at low airmass are reduced in the re-optical). Instruments such as UVES have already demonstrated precision of a 2 - 2.5 ms$^{-1}$ over 7 years using an iodine cell (Zechmeister et al. 2009) and additionally offer greater red sensitiv-ity. This opens up the potential of using the 0.9 - 1.0 $\mu$m wave-length region. The richness of atmospheric lines over most of this range, combined with the relatively free z-band region just short of 1.0 $\mu$m, and where M dwarf fluxes are even greater, would clearly be of great benefit to this kind of study.
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We see no reason why the 2 ms$^{-1}$ precision reported by Figueira et al. (2010) can not be achieved on existing 8 m class tele-
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